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1.)  Presentations / topics associated with Alex Wissner Gross – Equation for

Intelligence.  “Is there an underlying mechanism for intelligence? Yes, intelligence

consistently tries to maximize diversity of future options,” says Alex

Wissner-Gross, PhD.   What is the most intelligent way to behave? Wissner-Gross

explains how the latest research findings in physics, computer science, and animal

behavior suggest that the smartest actions, from the dawn of human tool use all

the way up to modern business and financial strategy, are all driven by the single

fundamental principle of keeping future options as open as possible.

Consequently, he argues, intelligence itself may be viewed as an engine for

maximizing future freedom of action. With broad implications for fields ranging

from management and investing to artificial intelligence, Wissner-Gross’s

message reveals a profound new connection between intelligence and freedom.

Wissner-Gross is a scientist, inventor, and entrepreneur. He serves as an institute

fellow at the Harvard University Institute for applied computational science and

as a research affiliate at the MIT Media Laboratory. In 2007, he completed his

PhD in physics at Harvard, where he researched programmable matter,

ubiquitous computing, and machine learning.

http://www.kurzweilai.net/ted-an-equation-for-intelligence-by-alex-wissner-gross  The researchers

developed asoftware engine, called Entropica, and gave it models of a number

of situations in which it could demonstrate behaviors that greatly resemble

intelligence. They patterned many of these exercises after classic animal

intelligence tests.

2.)  Georgia Tech Talk – by Luis von Ahn, CMU – Notes from watching below:

essence of the discussion is the insights into the differences in humans/machines

provided by the need for Captcha’s - captcha – annoying – his thesis – are you a

human – reading distorted characters is easier for human – captcha is a program

that generates a test that computers can’t pass – picks a random string of letters

– renders into a random distorted image – can’t trust online polls – applications –

free email services – spammers flood these services – so they can send millions of

emails a day versus the limitations of hundreds – there are captcha sweat shops –

2.50 hour for each human – 720 captchas per hour per human – generates jobs –

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.kurzweilai.net%2Fted-an-equation-for-intelligence-by-alex-wissner-gross&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEymBiJdUT6LSGFvGnLFbxWeetC5Q


1/3 cent per account – at least cost the spammer something – another hack –

write a program fills out form registration can’t solve the captcha – so what the

porn company does is sends that to some human looking at porn – and labels if

you want to see the next image/video you have to solve this captcha – they

immediately do that and the porn company gets the account done with the

captcha solved for them – very neat idea – human computation – lots of things

people can easily do that computers can’t do easily now – 9 billion human hours of

solitaire played in 2003 – empire state building took 7 million human-hours (6.8

human solitare hours) 20 million human hours to build panama canal – wasted

human computations – humanity is extremely large scale diverse set of elements

– humancomputer symbiosis – making better use of human processing – image

processing – labeling – still an open problem – Martha stewart  - google images

works by using file names and html searches – doesn’t always works – rabbits etc

– don’t understand the query for ‘dog’ – accessibility – most of web is not fully

accessible to visually impaired – screen images only have labels that can be read

the computer can’t know what the image is so the visually impaired can’t use the

web – how do we label all the images on the web – how to use humans cleverly –

get people to want to label images – so they even want to pay me to label the

images – esp game – as a side effect they label the images – they do it fast –

could label all images on google image search in a couple of weeks – partners you

don’t know and you can’t communicate with them – goal is for you and your

partner need to label the images the same – best strategy type lots of words for

an image – when you agree with the partner you both get points – two

independent sources so good labels – told type what the other guy types – car /

boy / hat / kid / can’t see the other players guesses – actual game looks like

******* link game ***** ---- there are taboo words – from the game itself – two

words others have agreed upon for this image – so make game more difficult and

get more labels – could label all the yahoo images by 5k players in a couple of

months – there is a single player version of the game – can pair up a single player

with a prerecorded set of moves – so playing with someone else just not at the

same time – can pair zero players – play pre-recorded with pre-recorded – can we

cheat – two people log on hoping to agree on labels – test images to find if they

are human – only store a label after n pairs have agreed upon it – quality of labels



has been high – dog search example much better – examples are impressive –

complete list also for beach image – people start to feel connection with partners

– meet your soul mate through the game – why do people like the esp game –

‘anonymous intimacy’ – games with a purpose – esp game is an algorithm – input

image – output set of keywords – games with a purpose – running a computation

in people’s brains instead of silicon – other examples – finding objects in images

another example – which pixels are the man which are the plant … - could be use

for training computer vision – peekaboom – two player game – can’t

communicate with partner – beginning of round image and label come from esp

game – goal is for boom to get peek to say butterfly – guess what word boom

trying to get to guess – then switch roles – by watching where boom clicks –

there are hints – noun verb text etc – can use pings to point to particular part of

image – getting lots of images where players agree combined with image

segmentation algorithms get about 50% objects works very well – man/dog can

find images that have both and show where they are in the image – verbosity

another game – common sense fact – water quenches thirst / cars usually have

four wheels – computers don’t have them – collect them and put into a computer

– lots of efforts trying to do – failed – put into a game – milk facts are white /

liquid cereal eaten with it has lactose --- two player word guessing game –

narrator and guesser – narrator gets a word and trying to get the guesser to say

that word – common sense facts are sent to player two and guess the word –

player 2 is verifying the facts – asymmetric verification game – input to player 1

output to player 2 then player 2 has to guess the input to player 1 --- both player

doing something slightly different – symmetric verification is the esp game –

symmetric games constraint is number of outputs per input – asymmetric

constrain is number of inputs that yield the same – lots of power in clever way to

use human computational cycles – matrix – instead of using humans as source of

power – keep us around to solve problems computers can’t solve

3.)  Cognitive Psychology 63 (2011) 107–140 – Intuition reason and metacognition

– by Thompson, Turner and Pennycook - Dual Process Theories (DPT) of reasoning

posit that judgments are mediated by both fast, automatic processes and more

deliberate, analytic ones. A critical, but unanswered question concerns the issue

of monitoring and control: When do reasoners rely on the first, intuitive output



and when do they engage more effortful thinking? We hypothesised that initial,

intuitive answers are accompanied by a metacognitive experience, called the

Feeling of Rightness (FOR), which can signal when additional analysis is needed. In

separate experiments, reasoners completed one of four tasks: conditional

reasoning (N = 60), a three-term variant of conditional reasoning (N = 48),

problems used to measure base rate neglect (N = 128), or a syllogistic reasoning

task (N = 64). For each task, participants were instructed to provide an initial,

intuitive response to the problem along with an assessment of the rightness of

that answer (FOR). They were then allowed as much time as needed to

reconsider their initial answer and provide a final answer. In each experiment, we

observed a robust relationship between the FOR and two measures of analytic

thinking: low FOR was associated with longer rethinking times and an increased

probability of answer change. In turn, FOR judgments were consistently predicted

by the fluency with which the initial answer was produced, providing a link to the

wider literature on metamemory. These data support a model in which a

metacognitive judgment about a first, initial model determines the extent of

analytic engagement.

News Articles

http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2014/02/

10/chip-and-pin-future-credit-cards/

A chip and a PIN: The future of credit

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Ftech%2F2014%2F02%2F10%2Fchip-and-pin-future-credit-cards%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEGkg-VwQWW9Ct2gzfef2KeAa7tJQ
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Ftech%2F2014%2F02%2F10%2Fchip-and-pin-future-credit-cards%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEGkg-VwQWW9Ct2gzfef2KeAa7tJQ


cards

By Gene J. Koprowski

…

The way to stop such fraud is the “chip and pin” technology, Dan Kaminsky, founder of White

Ops, a company that uses hacking methods to reduce online fraud, told FoxNews.com. “It’s like

having a small computer on a credit card. The computer negotiates with retailers and has a

unique number for every transaction, rather than one number that is repeated over and over.”

….”

The technical name for the initiative, which is a voluntary industry effort and isn’t powered by

federal regulations, is EMV – which stands for Europay, Mastercard and Visa. The three

companies agreed in 2002 to develop standards to encrypt every chip on a card differently, but

the legal liability they now face as a result of credit card fraud is a new and powerful motivation

to dump the magstripe for good.

“The chip encrypts data differently for each transaction, making it more effective in

preventing fraud and harder to duplicate than a magnetic stripe card,” said IT law expert Barrie

VanBrackle, a partner at national law firm Manatt, Phelps & Phillips.

Not a Cure-All

Some experts argue that the government should regulate a solution. “To get there, we have to

all hold hands and jump off the ship together, which means a regulatory move should likely be

put into place,” Steve Pao, general manager of security for the IT security firm Barracuda, said.

But though chip technology is more effective than the magnetic stripe, it’s not a cure-all.

“Fraud prevention is a complex game of cat and mouse between criminals and the payments

industry,” Loc Nguyen, chief marketing officer for fraud sciences company Feedzai, said. “In

countries that migrated to EMV chip, online fraud increased as in-store face-to-face

fraud fell, initially resulting in little to no impact in overall card fraud.”

There are other security options available, too, experts say, and tech investors may have an

opportunity here. The founders of Loop just received $10 million in funding for their

invention, a way to load your wallet’s credit cards onto your smartphone that works

with 90 percent of the magnetic stripe readers already in place today, a spokesman for

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.foxnews.com%2Farchive%2Fgene-j-koprowski&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHxcaoiNvB72-mSZDJUSKYHRbOnJw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.creditcards.com%2Fglossary%2Fterm-magnetic-stripe.php&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH6puCaDb-ioXBFdq0MkjswIYCiMw


the firm said.

In the end, the hacking problems of today will lead to tech innovations that make purchasing

online and in person much easier tomorrow. It’s an upside to fraud – however remote it may

seem

That Gave Me Goosebumps’: Watch ’007′
the Crow Effortlessly Solve an 8-Step,

Complex Puzzle
Feb. 10, 2014 6:00pm Oliver Darcy

Doubt a crow’s intelligence? You won’t after seeing this sneak peek for a new “Inside the Animal Mind”

BBC special.

The clip, just over  three minutes in length, shows a crow — dubbed “007″ — easily solve a complex,

eight-step problem to earn a snack. Posted to the BBC’s YouTube channel just last week, the clip has

gone viral, sitting at just under 700,000 views at the time of publication.

Individuals commenting on YouTube appear stunned that the animal is so effortlessly able to solve “one

of the most complex tests of the animal mind ever.”

http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2014/02/11/service-lets-video-chat-with-dead-people/

Service lets you video chat with dead

people
By Nic Halverson

Published February 11, 2014

Discovery News

Eterni.me

A new startup from MIT’s Entrepreneurship Development Program is offering eternal life via

the virtual world. The service, called Eterni.me, has designed a way to digitally reconstruct a
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person’s personality after they die so that the dearly departed are able to “communicate”

from beyond the grave.

To get started, users must provide the service with access to online activities like chat logs,

social-network accounts, photos and emails. Gleaned information is then used to stitch

together a digital portrait and avatar that’s capable of communicating with friends and loved

one’s after a person dies.

“Eterni.me collects almost everything that you create during your lifetime, and processes this

huge amount of information using complex Artificial Intelligence algorithms,” the Web site

explains. “Then it generates a virtual YOU, an avatar that emulates your personality and can

interact with, and offer information and advice to, your family and friends after you pass away.

It’s like a Skype chat from the past.”

http://www.kurzweilai.net/ted-an-equation-for-intelligence-by-alex-wissner-gross

“Is there an underlying mechanism for intelligence? Yes, intelligence consistently tries to maximize diversity of future options,” says Alex

Wissner-Gross, PhD. (credit: iStock)

TED | What is the most intelligent way to behave? Wissner-Gross explains how the latest research findings in physics,

computer science, and animal behavior suggest that the smartest actions, from the dawn of human tool use all the way

up to modern business and financial strategy, are all driven by the single fundamental principle of keeping future options

as open as possible.

Consequently, he argues, intelligence itself may be viewed as an engine for maximizing future freedom of action. With

broad implications for fields ranging from management and investing to artificial intelligence, Wissner-Gross’s message

reveals a profound new connection between intelligence and freedom.

Wissner-Gross is a scientist, inventor, and entrepreneur. He serves as an institute fellow at the Harvard University

Institute for applied computational science and as a research affiliate at the MIT Media Laboratory. In 2007, he completed

his PhD in physics at Harvard, where he researched programmable matter, ubiquitous computing, and machine learning

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/02/06/tainted-love-hard-drives_n_4740046.html

I saw this the other day and thought it is a perfect example of what QUEST is all about. Long story short is

this guy has programmed CD and hard drives to play “music”. What I think is interesting about this is that

the programming involves sending commands to the devices to move the read/write heads to different

parts of the disk.  Any observation of the signals themselves (type 1 processing) would be focused on

voltages and commands to the drives themselves. But at a higher type 2 layer, these commands all result

in a perception of an 80s pop music song. Even if you weren’t familiar with the song, you’d still hear

something that sounds like music. But at the sensory type 1 level, there’s no awareness of music (just

voltages and 1s and 0s).

Analogy to cyber situational awareness:  we have gobs of sensors that collect the low level data – CPU
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process activity, antivirus signatures, SNORT captures, etc. These would be analogous to looking at the

signals going over the wires to the hard drives and CD drives. At a higher conceptual level, the “attacks”

– whether it’s probing or exfiltration of content or whatever – are the “music” that that would only have

meaning to someone who is listening for that music and can put it all together at a conceptual level.

http://www.latimes.com/nation/la-na-grid-attack-20140211,0,7627269.story#axzz2t20h4AYf

Sophisticated but low-tech power grid attack baffles

authorities
Authorities don't have a motive or suspects in the attack on a PG&E power substation in

Silicon Valley last year, but ominous theories abound.

By Richard A. Serrano and Evan Halper
February 11, 2014, 4:00 a.m.

WASHINGTON — They came after midnight, two or more armed individuals so deft that they cut

telecommunication cables in an underground vault and outsmarted security cameras and motion

sensors at the power substation in a remote corner of Santa Clara County.

At daylight, FBI agents began poring over time-lapse photographs from the surveillance cameras. But the

photos revealed only staccato muzzle flashes from a semiautomatic weapon and sparks as shots

hit rows of transformers. There was not a face, not a shadow, of who was doing the firing.

The shooters disappeared into the gloom minutes before the first police car arrived.

The military-style raid on April 16 knocked out 17 giant transformers at the Metcalf Transmission

Substation, which feeds power to Silicon Valley. The FBI is still working the case, and agents say they

are confident it was not the work of terrorists.
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